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Abstract 
In this essay, two of the most lethal terrorist organizations in the world, al-Qaeda and 

Boko Haram are being examined and compared based on psychological, political, 

economical and religious theories. The essay was written with the aim to find out about 

cause, objectives as well as course of action within al-Qaeda and Boko Haram. One has 

found out that the cause of al-Qaeda is mainly based on religious and political 

indicators, while Boko Haram is primary caused by economical and political factors. 

The objectives for both of the cases are religious, but for Boko Haram, political as well. 

Both of the organizations use psychological factors as a way to go through with their 

course of action, but in the case of Boko Haram, the economical indicators are very 

convincing as well.  
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1 Introduction 
Global terrorism is spreading. 18 000 people were killed in terror attacks during 2013. 

According to the Global Terrorism Index 2014, this is an increase with 61 % from the 

year before and a fivefold increase since the year of 2000. The majority of deaths, 66 % 

were caused by the Taliban, Boko Haram, the Islamic State and al-Qaeda (Höjer, 2014). 

Terrorism is clearly an issue for the whole world, which is why it is essential to have 

strategies to defeat it. Before it can be defeated, one must understand why so many 

people turn to it in the first place. This essay will examine Boko Haram and al-Qaeda 

and focus will be to find the cause of the groups, their objectives as well as their course 

of action.  

It is not unusual that terrorism is discussed as a whole and on the basis of an already set 

framework. The phenomenon should instead be regarded based on each and every 

organization. From that point of view it is therefore essential to examine the causes, 

objectives and the course of action for different terrorist networks. Not all have the 

same cause, nor the same objectives or similar means to implement their course of 

action.  

Boko Haram and al-Qaeda are two of the most lethal organizations in the world today. 

Both are as well considered as Islamic terror cells. Some might have heard of Osama-

bin Laden and his deeds against the US. Other than that, people have most of the time 

heard about al-Qaeda and Boko Haram because of their radical view on Islam and how 

they perfom attacks by suicide bombings and shootings. This essay will show that it is 

more to it than just religion and that the cause of two of the most deadly organizations 

in the world still exists because of other implications as well.  
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1.1 Purpose 
This essay will examine the terror groups al-Qaeda and Boko Haram. The groups will 

be analysed by four theories based on what causes terrorism; economical, religious, 

political and psychological factors. The purpose is to make a comparative analysis with 

al-Qaeda and Boko Haram as the cases to find out about their cause, objectives and 

course of action. By using these theories one will try to answer the following research 

questions:  

1. What are the causes of al-Qaeda and Boko Haram? 
2. What objectives do al-Qaeda and Boko Haram have? 
3. What course of action do al-Qaeda and Boko Haram take to achieve their 

objectives?  

Terrorism differs, and the organizations that exist today, does not all have the same 

objectives. Al-Qaeda and Boko Haram were chosen as cases in this study, since both of 

the organizations have high rates of attacks on the civil society. The groups have 

similarities but also big differences, which make them interesting to compare using the 

three research questions in order to get a deeper understanding of the terrorist groups 

(Höjer, 2014).  

2 Method 
Since al-Qaeda and Boko Haram with the help from four theories will be examined and 

compared to one another in an attempt to answer the three reaserch questions, this paper 

is a comparative case study. In a case study one should take the analytical units, also 

called cases and motivate them and the method that will be used.The primary criteria 

when selecting cases should always be based on the relevance the research will bring, 

regardless to the theoretical framework that will be applied (Bennett and George, 2005 

pp.83-84). Conclusions about cause and effect requires comparisons and to make a 

comparison, it takes two analytical units. For this reason, most of the case studies are 

based on at least two analytical units. Every time you put a value on one of the variables 

included in the study, a new unit of analysis is being registered (Esaiasson, 2012, 

p.109). To get an answer to the research questions, one must choose a point of 

comparison. However, it is important to be careful since the outcome of the study can 

be affected, depending on the point of comparison that have been chosen. For example, 

a bottle can be seen as half full or half empty and depending on a certain point of 

comparison, this can give a biased view of the situation. For this reason, one should 
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pick the point of comparison with consideration (Esaiasson, 2012, p.135). Al-Qaeda and 

Boko Haram are the cases in this study and the analytical units are the following 

theories: Political, religious, psychological and economical factors. The cases will be 

examined based on the four theoretical perspectives. Since the cause of Boko Haram 

and al-Qaeda will be examined, a comparative case study is to prefer. A comparative 

case study is the most fitting one since it emphasizes aspects of al-Qaeda and Boko 

Haram that might not have been highlighted in for example a quantitative analysis. 

Since this essay only contains out of two cases, a comparative study is therefore the 

most effective one (Landman, 2009, p.14). The foucs in this analysis is al-Qaeda and 

Boko Haram and a comparative case study has the opportunity to push the search 

towards linkages between the selected cases (Landman, 2009, p.18). The cases have 

been chosen because they are both similar as well as different to each other. The 

organizations are two of the most lethal in the world, which make them interesting to 

analyze. This study will be based on empirical material with the intend to be 

explanatory.  

As the theories that will be applied on the empirical data already exist, the outcome will 

be a theory-consuming case study. The organizations will be set against each other to 

obtain if the same indicators applies to both or if it differs between them. The main part 

in a theory-consuming study is to determine whether a certain factor gives an adequate 

explanation to why it befell as it did in the examined case (Esaiasson etc, 2012, p.89). 

The theoretical framework in this essay will be used to analyse the cases, al-Qaeda and 

Boko Haram. The factors lay the foundation for the comparison between the 

organizations. Subsequently will the theory chapter be used as a tool to find out about 

cause, objective and course of action within the terror cells. The theories will also be 

helpful in the search to find out how much the organizations have in common as well as 

how much they differ from one another. The selected theories will thus give a deeper 

understanding of al-Qaeda and Boko Haram.  

2.1 Material 
The material that will be used to reinforce the theories and to uncover the facts about 

terrorism in general as well as Boko Haram and al-Qaeda are in particular books and 

articles concerning the issues that have been addressed in the research questions. 

Richardson has edited the book “The Roots of Terrorism” that with support from 

various authors discuss the subject terrorism and its origins. Richardson gets a lot of 
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input from the different authors and each and every one of them seem to be specialized 

within certain areas and about certain root causes, especially the causes that this essay 

will be built upon. “The Roots of Terrorism” will therefore be the main literature when 

it comes to discussing the various theories. Except for books, there will as well be input 

in this essay from various articles.  

In the case of al-Qaeda and Boko Haram, one has as well used several articles and 

similar literature. Wedgewood has in her article  “Al Qaeda, Terrorism, and Military 

Commissions” given a lot of good input in this essay regarding al-Qaeda as a whole. 

Similarly, has Walker with his piece“What is Boko Haram?” been very helpful when 

looking for facts and history about Boko Haram. 

2.2 Delimitations  
To be able to go through with this essay, one must use delimitations. Because of the 

differences between all of the terror organizations in the world, one must be selective in 

the choosing of cases to be able to find viable results that can be used in the combat 

against terrorism. In this essay, two of the most lethal organizations have been picked, 

namely al-Qaeda and Boko Haram. The four factors, psychological, political, 

economical and religious ones, will be applied on the cases and have been choosen 

since they are recurrent in previous research. To be able to fully understand the 

organizations, no restriction on the time table has been set. 

2.3 Disposition 
This essay is arranged in the follwing manner: The first part takes on the purpose of the 

essay. Consequently is the method and material as well as the delimitations presented, 

followed by the theoretical framework which will be the foundation of the comparative 

case study between al-Qaeda and Boko Haram. In the next chapter the analysis will be 

presented which consists of two parts. The first part deals with the historical 

background of the two organizations. The second part of the analysis explains the 

relation between the four factors and the cases based on the three research questions 

stated in the purpose chapter. Next chapter sums up the essay in a conclusion, followed 

by the last part in which the references is being presented.  
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3 Theory 
3.1 Previous research 
There are a lot of earlier research in the subject terrorism. In the “Roots of Terrorism” 

Richardson summarizes common theories about the caue of terrorism with help from 

different authors. These theories are well explained and needs therefore not be re-

written at this time. Extensive research on terrorist cells can be found, however, the 

existing research usually generalize the terrorist groups and discuss terrorism and the 

different cells as one “case”. Because of the complexity in every terror group, it is 

essenatial to break down each of the organizations into smaller comprehensive pieces 

before examining them. Examples on earlier research done in this field is: “Political 

Terrorism: A Guide to Actors, Authors, Concepts, Databases, Theories and Literature” 

written by Schmid and Jongman. The authors define terrorism from different aspects 

and there are several theories and facts about what they claim terrorism is and where 

terrorism originates from. Regarding al-Qaeda, there has been many studies concerning 

the structure of the organization. Some of them are: "Al Qaeda's organizational 

structure and its evolution." by Gunaratna, “The al Qaeda Network a New Framework 

for Defining the Enemy” by Zimmerman and “Success, Lethality, and Cell Structure 

Across the Dimensions of Al Qaeda” by Helfstein and Wright. In the case of Boko 

Haram the number of studies are less than in the case of al-Qaeda. Nevertheless, there 

are still plenty of previous research that can be found. Some examples are: “The Boko 

Haram Uprising and Islamic Revivalism in Nigeria” by Adesoji, “Between Maitatsine 

and Boko Haram: Islamic Fundamentalism and the Response of the Nigerian State” 

also by Adesoji and ”Activities of Boko Haram and Insecurity Question in Nigera” by 

Chijioke, Okpaga & Okechukwu Innocent. 

3.2 Definition of Terorism 
To identify what terrorism really is, is a challenging task to do but a basic question to 

ask yourself is: 

“what drives people to terrify and kill their neighbors for political cause?”  

(Helfstein, 2014, p.366).  

There are several theories and attepmts to identify where terrorism origins from and 

why it occur, but it is essential to also understand how the definition of the concept 

terrorism is outlined.  Since there are more than one hundred diplomatic definitions and 
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scholary explanations of terrorism it is notoriously difficult to identify one main cause 

of it (Krueger, Maleckova, p.27). 

Four main explanations to why terrorism occur is firstly economic theories, which 

suggest that terrorism is related to poverty and people choose to turn towards it when 

they lack economic opportunity. Secondly, political factors tend to matter when 

terrorism is being discussed. Here, theorists argue that individuals join organizations 

built on terror, when they are facing an unresponsive or a repressive government. 

Another factor is the one concerning demography, which propose that population size, 

geography, ethnic or religious divisions in society endorses terrorism. Lastly there are 

ideas with an individual or a psychological approach, pointing at personal 

characteristics, motivating people to go through with acts of terrorism. The final factor 

differs in both development and substantiation since there are few exact analyses of it 

(Helfstein, 2014, p.364-365).  

A scholary definition of terrorism is almost impossible to get, since there are various 

scientists, thinking and believing in different causes. Bruce Hoffman describes it as the: 

“Deliberate creation and exploitation of fear through violence or the threat 

of violence in the pursuit of political change.” 

(Mahan & Griset, 2008, p.4) 

Only by understanding the forces, the root causes leading to the emergence of terrorism 

is it possible to devise a successful long-term counter terrorism strategy. The problem 

though, is that the search for the underlying factors and causes of terrorism is a 

complicated attempt. For example, searching for the roots of terror is not comparable to 

the search for a cure for cancer. Finding the origins of terrorism is not going to yield a 

single definitive solution, the cure is likely to be almost as complicated as the disease it 

self, requiring a combination of alleviating the risky aspects, blocking the interactions 

between them and building the body’s flexibility to exposure. Primary and above all, 

focus will be on preventing the spread of the disease (Richardson, 2006, p.1-2). In the 

absence of an agreed international definition, terrorism has been described in the U.S. 

Code as:  
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“Premeditated, politically motivated violence perpetrated against non-

combatant targets by sub-national groups or clandestine agents, usually 

intended to influence an audience.”  

(Richardson, 2006, p.2) 

In fact, terrorism is a complex and multivariate phenomenon. It appears in different 

forms and in many parts of the world. You can find it in democracies, autocracies and 

transnational states, in developed, underdeveloped and developing countries. The one 

thing all terrorist organizations have in common though, is the fact that they are all 

weaker than their enemies. They are willing and prepared to murder noncombatants in 

maintenance of their objectives. The implementation of terrorism as a tactic to effect 

political change, is therefore a deliberate choice. Since terrorist groups differ from one 

another, it is not without struggle that the phenomenon itself can be defined. Terrorism 

vary in ideology, in its relationship to religion and to the communities from where it 

gains support. From the beginning terrorism started out domestically, with groups acting 

out in their local areas. Nowadays, it has turned out to be a global conflict and 

unfortunately, the global conflicts seem to inspire local groups of terrorism (Richardson, 

2006, p.2).  

3.3 Factors 
3.3.1 Psychological factors 
When terrorism is being discussed, main focus will most of the time be on political 

causes or on fundamentalism. A rather new approach is the one explaining terrorism 

from a psychological point of view. This approach claims that terrorism is generated 

from youths having a rough childhood. In the book “The Roots of Terrorism”, author, 

Jerrold M. Post, is arguing about terrorism from his point of view in a chapter 

concerning psychological roots. He discusses different examples regarding young 

people growing up under miserable circumstances that come to affect their choices and 

why they tend to join terrorist- and guerilla groups. Post first discusses a child named 

Rezaq, that from boyhood was being raised up and socialized to become a heroic 

revolutionary rebel, fighting for Palestine. For him, growing up during the Arab-Israeli 

Six Day War in 1967, in the middle of a war zone, was far from optimal for him or for 

any other child. Children that lives under circumstances that contains war and death, 

will have a really hard time leaving their past behind them. In Rezaq’s case, he came to 

be affected by the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) lead by Yasser Arafat in 
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which its members only saw the revolution as the hope and solution. In school, Rezaq 

early was taught by a PLO-member that the only way to become a man was to join the 

revolution and to regain the land that Israel had been taken from his parents and 

grandparents. The PLO-member became an idol for Rezaq. After school he learned 

about ideological indoctrination and he was given regularly paramilitary training. At age 

17 he joined Fatah and subsequently became a member of the Abu Nidal Organization. 

He was fulfilling his destiny the day that he carried out the skyjacking and it was the 

proudest moment of his life. Finally, he was carrying on his family’s cause, a cause that 

had been bred in the bone (Post, 2006, p.20). Post describes a similar case that also 

proves that the childhood and the growing up part can be essential if youths decide to 

choose the path of terrorism or not. In this example it is the hatred that children are 

steeped in from childhood on in mosques that creates militant Islamists. In a statement 

made by a Hamas terrorist, he tells us that he came from a religious family, which used 

to observe all the Islamic traditions. His political awareness and interest rose during 

prayers at the mosque and at the same time he was also asked to join religious classes. 

The Sheik who held the classes used to inject some historical background about Israel. 

He compared The Israeli Defense Forces with cancer. Compared to the first case about 

revolutionary Rezaq, the second one implies that religion is the cause of terrorism. On 

the other hand and what this chapter is really about, is that it does not matter whether 

youths profess to be revolutionaries, religiously motivated or perhaps nationalist-

separatists, they have all been affected by social dynamics. It is the climate where 

people have grown up that also will affect how their future will look like (Post, 2006, 

p.21). A phenomenon called splitting is being discussed within psychological factors 

and it could be defined as what is described above. Splitting is a process that is shaped 

by a particular type of psychological damage appearing during childhood. It divorces 

good and bad parts of the wounded self into “me” and “not me” and it shows up in an 

undermined sense of identity, in a need for a cause or group to upkeep one’s self 

concept. A person with no identity will find the path towards terrorism as valuable since 

it provides purpose to an otherwise meaningless existence (Norris, 2008, p.11). 

Another aspect discussed within psychological factors, are the importance of the leader. 

The leader is of significance since the person in front will also be the one that is willing 

to guide the young and insecure persons that join the organization. Without a leader, it 

will be harder for the group to stay together and to work as one. Also, internal conflicts 

may occur if a leader is not present. The leader is sought, since he or she in the most 
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cases is the reason to why the group first was founded. A front person is therefore of 

great importance, because if he or she dies or decides to drop off, a risk that the whole 

group collapse increases. In the case with Rezaq and his rough childhood, argued about 

above, there is a paragraph where the boy found an idol, the PLO-member that he came 

to look up to. The PLO-member became a leader for Rezaq and he was the one that got 

him on the road towards terrorism. Rezaq did not have any other guidelines and 

probably thought that after all his parents had sacrificed for their country this PLO-

member finally got him on what he thought was the right path. If one not have any other 

option and the only option given is the one where revenge for your family’s destiny is 

included, undoubtedly you will pick that direction. The role of the leader is crucial in 

drawing together alienated, frustrated individuals into a coherent organization. To make 

this work, it is also of importance to distinguish the leaders from followers. Osama Bin 

Laden for example, has become a positive identification object for thousands of 

disorientated Arab and Muslim youths. Bin Laden is for them, the heroic avenger, brave 

enough to stand up against the superpower (Post, 2006, p.21). Finally, Post argues about 

how terrorists searching outward for the source of difficulties and creates an enemy to 

put the blame on. They divide the world into “us” and “them” and justify their violence 

by for example, seeing a large group of others impersonally as “not like us”, which in 

turn enables a worldview that makes violence toward “them” more acceptable (Mahan 

& Griset 2008, p.11). 

3.3.2 Political factors 
At first thought, terrorism might seems to be a phenomenon arising in states where the 

people dislike the political system, their leaders and overall how the state is being 

governed. According to what is stated above, terrorism should mostly occur in 

dictatorships. What is interesting though, is that dictatorships rarely suffer from acts of 

terrorism, at least not for a very long time. Instead, terrorism seems to, not exclusively, 

be a problem for democracies. Why is it, that some of the democracies around the globe 

are targeted for attack by international terror organizations? (Weinberg, 2006, p.45). 

There are different scientists in the subject that explain why terrorism is more common 

in democracies, several of them with a different approach. Researcher Tore Bjorgo 

claim together with others that transnational democracies or states in which such 

transitions are being attempted, are generally more vulnerable than long-standing 

democracies to suffer from acts of terrorism, particularly when the rules of the game are 

not clear, or as in some occasions, are not accepted by the various player. For example, 
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there are certain ethnic groups that may not accept the fact that they belong to the 

political community undergoing the transition. Members of terrorist groups may not 

participate fully in and identify themselves with the old order, rather than the new one. 

Perhaps do they not accept the new order, because their leaders believe they are likely to 

suffer a contraction of power and status and therefore acts of terrorism are being 

performed. It may signal their desire to exit the system or may serve as indications of 

their refusal to settle for less. It happens that countries in transition towards democracy 

face problems with holdovers from previously authoritarian regimes, where some of 

them are prepared to use terrorism to complicate the transition process and make it as 

difficult as possible, for example, the Sunni minority in Iraq (Weinberg, 2006, p.46). 

Additional research implies that established democracies as well as consolidated ones 

are about as susceptible to terrorism as countries in transition towards it. Jan Oskar 

Engene proves this in his analysis about terrorist events in Western Europe, where he 

identifies United Kingdom - that surely is one of the world’s premier examples of 

democratic continuity - as the region with most frequent site of domestic terrorist 

violence between 1950 and 1995 (Weinberg, 2006, p.47).  

What about the structure of democratic polities? Can it be so that variation in the 

structures matters when it comes to terrorism in democracies? To find an answer to the 

questions above and to consider a number of possibilities, both governmental and 

societal, Engene used his “Terrorism in Western Europe” event database, which covers 

domestic terrorist attacks in Western European democracies from 1950 to 1995. The 

report showed modest but meaningful statistical associations between ethnic diversity 

and incidents of terrorism. The more ethnically dissimilar the country, the more acts of 

terrorism it experiences, particularly when the violence is driven by ethnic grievance. 

The majority principle would give us the result that democracies that include ethnic 

minorities are especially vulnerable, compared to socially homogeneous states, for 

example the Scandinavian countries, which have very low frequencies (Weinberg, 2006, 

p.47). Depending on a countries political system, it can make a difference in how 

frequent terrorist events occur. Democratic states are less likely to experience deeds of 

terrorism, where there are better records of protecting civil rights and civil liberties, 

compared to other countries where those liberties and rights are not being applied.  

If terrorism only occurred in non-democratic states, it would definitely be simpler to see 

a connection to why it happens in the first place. The problem though, is that 
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international terrorism is common in democratic societies as well. The United States, 

with its allies seems to be especially attractive targets. Researcher Marta Crenshaw 

argues that an explanation for international terrorism against the US and its allies could 

have to do with the structure of the present international system. With this, Crenshaw 

means that especially the US is the hegemon, the unchallenged superpower of the post-

Cold War era. The self-congratulatory “We’re number one” status that the US has 

decided to call itself often evokes feelings of contempt, thinly disguised envy and 

unlimited hatred around the globe. Each of the three reasons is certainly among the most 

important motivations for carrying out deeds of terrorism (Wienberg, 2006, p.47). 

“Terrorism is fundamentally and inherently political and it is ineluctably 

about power. Focus lays on the pursuit of power, the acquisition of power 

and the use of power to achieve political change”  

 (Mahan & Griset, 2008, p.4).  

3.3.3 Economical factors 
 

”We fight against poverty because hope is an answer to terror.” 

– President George W. Bush (Krueger, Maleckova, p.27).  

In 2001, right after the terror attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon many US 

officials and observers claimed what George W. Bush stated above; that terrorism is 

linked to poverty. Yet, the leader of the attack, Muhammed Atta was the son of a lawyer 

and attended graduate school in Germany. Many of the al-Qaeda suspects that was 

identified after the events of 9/11 were as well, well-educated and of middle-class 

origin. What they did have in common though was that most of them had lived and 

growed up in societies undergoing wrenching socioeconomic changes, their 

opportunities for political involvement were oppressed or strictly controlled by 

governments and they were all recruited by Islamists obligated to jihad against the 

West. Terrorism is a tactic and the attacks are designed to achieve political ends. The 

people performing the attacks justify their decisions to use terrorism as a weapon, 

instead of other political strategies, by a mix of rational calculations concerning the 

costs and benefits as well as their ideologically driven pursuit of revolutionary, 

ethnonational or religious objectives (Gurr, 2006, p.85p). Terrorism can emerge 

anywhere, but in contrast to what some might believe, it is more common in developing 
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countries, than in the poorest societies or in the well develeoped West. It is especially 

likely to occur in societies characterized by lack of political rights and a rapid 

modernization. In proportion to the population from their home countries, studies show 

that participants in terror groups tend to be well educated and of middle-class origin. 

Jeroen Gunning claims in his working paper he did for the Economic Working Group 

that al-Qaeda for example, share the characteristics of the recruitment of militants with 

higher education (Gurr, 2006, p.86). Poverty, however, contributes indirectly to the 

potential acts of political fierceness. David Keen made a proposition which claims that a 

states’ failure to create a viable economy is what explains the causes of civil war. 

Recruitment of masses of young people comes easy with low levels of development. 

Youths with essentially zero opportunity become natural recruits for rebel and terrorist 

groups. The Scandinavian states, including Sweden, Norway and Denmark have helped 

Engene explain an additional linkage in his analysis about terrorism, namely, income 

distribution. Engene argues that the more unevenly distributed the income, the greater is 

the frequency of terrorism, particularly when perpetrated by ideologically driven 

organizations (Weinberg, 2006, p.47). 

It is clear that investment in education is critical for economic growth and improved 

health, as well as it is beyond question that terrorism is a scourge of the contemporary 

world. Yet, it is less clear whether poverty is or is not a root cause of terrorism 

(Krueger, Maleckova, p.27). Evidence suggests that it is likely that the lower the income 

wage and the education is for an individual, the higher the risk to commit property 

crimes. However, violent crimes including murders, is typically found to be unrelated to 

economic opportunities (Krueger, Maleckova, p.28).  

3.3.4 Religious factors 
There are no simple answers to if religion could be a cause of terrorism. Yet, the deeds 

of 9/11, the Madrid train bombings, the attacks against the subway in London and the 

many suicide bombers have media commentators, public officials and the academics to 

generelize about the religion’s role in it (Juergensmeyer, 2006, p.133). When discussing 

wether religion could explain the acts of terrorism, some would argue that religion and 

religion only is the cause, while others might say that religion is only a part of it all and 

that political, social or economical factors are the main causes behind acts of terror. One 

could argue that religion is only an innocent victim when its set in relation to terrorism, 

and that religion mainly is intensifying the central motivation for the acts carried out by 
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terror groups. A secular perspective is being discussed and is based on the now very 

common phrase “the use of religion for political purposes”. This basically means that 

terrorists would manipulate religion in order to achieve their political aims 

(Juergensmeyer, 2006, p.136-138). The religion per se would only be used throughout 

for example the Middle East, masking the problems that essentially are economic in 

nature. Religious defenders take this view one step further and claim that religion is not 

neutral about violence, it is opposed to it and thus it is an innocent victim of political 

activists. Yet, they will not deny that there may be religious elements in the motives of 

terrorists but that these extreme religious groups do not represent the normative 

traditions. For example, most followers of Islam refuse to believe that fellow members 

of their faith could have been behind something as atrocious as the 9/11 attacks in New 

York and Washington. In an attempt to defend Islam, the term fundamentalism was 

being coined. Fundamentalism can be applied to a whole host of religious traditions and 

is another way of excusing so-called normal religion in relation to the very extreme 

forms of religious groups that exist. The problem though, is that Islam and 

fundamentalism has been tied together frequently, which has made the term 

fundamentalism a way of condemning all of Islam as a deviant branch of religion 

(Juergensmeyer, 2006, p.138-139). Christian televangelists have even argued that the 

Prophet Mohammed himself was a kind of terrorist (Juergensmeyer, 2006, p.135).  

Arguments that support religion as the only cause of terrorism could mean that religion 

creates an imaginary supply for sacred resources over which humans contend. Looking 

at the current climate of political violence, a significant sector of the American and the 

European community assume that Islam is a part of the problem as well as Islam is a 

violent religion. Despite George W. Bush’s cautionary try to implore Americans not to 

blame Islam for the 9/11 attacks, a certain Islamophobia has crept into public 

conversations. This has led to the unfortunate belief that the whole of Islam supports 

acts of terrorism. Common expressions about Islam and terrorism is for example the use 

of the phrase  “Islamic terrorism” and also the misinterpretation of Jihad 

(Juergensmeyer, 2006, p.134-135).  

Jihad entered into common usage in the US in the aftermath of 9/11. It is used by 

politicians who conjure up terrifying images of irrational foreigners coming to destroy 

the American freedom. Religious figures use it to define Islam. Jihad has become 

everyday language associated, by most non-Muslims, with unrestrained and 
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unreasoning total warfare. Understanding Jihad as a non-Muslim is difficult, and to gain 

sense of the word’s true meaning one must begin by looking at its usage in classical 

literature and history of Islam. Only an overview of Jihad will be presented here. 

Conventionally translated, Jihad means “holy war” but in Arabic the words literal 

meaning is “striving” or “extering oneself” on the basis of its usage in the Qur’an “with 

regard to one’s religion.” (Cook, 2005, p.1-2). The new edition of the Encyclopedia of 

Islam defines Jihad as: 

“In law according to general doctrine and in historical tradition, the jihad 

consists of military action with the object of the expansion of Islam and, if 

need to be, of its defense.”  

 (Cook, 2005, p.2). 

This is the standard scholar summary of the law and history of Islam. However, many 

Muslims distance themselves and their religion from any associations with violence and 

maintain that Jihad is only and exclusively spiritural (Cook, 2005, p.2). Jihad is claimed 

to be a fard kifayah, a collective duty and the purpose of it is the protection and 

aggrandizement of the Muslim society as a whole. The purpose can never be personal 

gain or glory and bloodshed or massacres should always be avoided if possible. Only 

the imam, the religious leader can declare a jihad (DeLong-Base, 2004, p.201-202). 

Jihad is governed by precise instructions about what types of activities that can be 

conducted during it and against whom. For example, jihad can only be carried out 

against opponents of Islam and the opponent must be given a fair chance to convert. If 

the opponent reject that opportunity, only then is jihad the appropriate solution. Only 

adult male Muslims are required to engage in jihad and those against whom it is fought 

should also be adult males. The killing of innocent women and children are strictly 

prohibited as well as shaykhs, the elderly, the blind, monks and slaves (DeLong-Base, 

2004, p.204-205). It even states in the Qu’ran that the killing of a man is like killing the 

whole of mankind. 

”On that account: We ordained for the Children of Israel that if any one 

slew a person - unless it be for murder or for spreading mischief in the land 

- it would be as if he slew the whole people: and if any one saved a life, it 

would be as if he saved the life of the whole people” 

 (Chapter 5 sūrat l-māidah, Verse 5:32) 
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4 Analysis 
4.1 Historical background 
4.1.1 Al-Qaeda 
 

“To defeat al-Qaeda, it is crucial to understand who seeks it and why.” 

(Venhaus, 2010, p.1). 

To understand al-Qaeda, one must also understand the brain and former leader behind 

the terror organization, Osama bin Laden. He was born and raised into a wealthy family 

in Saudi Arabia around 1957. Bin Laden was first introduced to the wider world of 

Islamic politics during his university studies in Jedda, in Saudi Arabia (Griset & Mahan, 

2008, p.93). In 1979, the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan. Bin Laden among others 

went to Pakistan, to the city of Peshawar to get military training. During this time,  

al-Qaeda came into being. Peshawar was at this time a city swarming with radicals, 

opportunists, soldiers and intelligence operatives (Sedgwick, p.804). With his wealth 

and organizational skills, bin Laden came to train and educate thousands of young 

Arabs and Muslims in the skills of combat and terror (Wedgwood, 2002, p.330) At the 

time when the Soviet Union withdrew from Afghanistan, bin Laden returned to Saudi 

Arabia. A turning point for bin Laden came in 1990 when the Iraqi forces invaded 

Kuwait and the government of Saudi Arabia allowed the troops of the United States in 

to the country. Bin Laden saw this as a sacrilege that non-believers should have the 

right to occupy the birthplace of Islam and outraged. When he turned against the regime 

of Saudi Arabia he found himself expelled from the country and had to move to Sudan 

where he continued his training and recruitment of new terrorists. During this time in 

Afghanistan, the Taliban, a fundamentalist Islamic movement, arose in the chaos 

produced by the Soviet and the US leaving the country at the end of the Cold War. Bin 

Laden was given sanctuary under the protection of the Taliban and returned to 

Afghanistan subsequently. Arabs and Muslims from all over the region had heard of bin 

Laden and his radical training in the tools of terrorism. With the help of the Taliban, bin 

Laden endangered the stability of south and central Asia and Africa by training 

thousands of students to carry out Taliban-style Islamic revolutions in their homelands 

(Griset & Mahan, 2008, p.93). 

Over the years during the 1990s al-Qaeda had their campaigns against the US, which 

after the 9/11 attacks led to the war on terror. This was when Osama bin Laden became 

the most wanted man in the world. The increasing chain of events is striking; in 1992, 
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an attempt to kill American troops in Aden on the way to Somalia; the ambush in 1993 

of American army rangers in Mogadishu; the truck bombings of the World Trade Center 

in 1993, conducted by conspirators who later announced that the intention of the 

bombing was to topple the towers; the 1995 bombing in Saudi Arabia of the Riyadh 

training center; the 1996 bombing in Saudi Arabia of the Khobar Towers American 

barracks; the destruction of two American embassies in East Africa in 1998 and finally 

the bombing of the U.S.S Cole, in a Yemeni harbor in 2000. Not to be forgotten, the 

London bombings against the subway, as well as the 2004 Madrid train bombings. In 

addition to these attacks, there have been innumerable other threats against American 

embassies and offices around the globe. The metaphor of war became even more 

compelling with Al Qaeda’s open ambition to acquire a nuclear device (Wedgwood, 

2002, p.330).  

In 2011, in a dramatic late-night appearance in the East Room of the White House,  

Mr. Obama, president of the United States, declared, “justice has been done”. C.I.A 

operatives and military had finally accomplished to corner bin Laden who had eluded 

them for almost one decade (Baker etc, 2011, p.1). Even though the undisputed founder 

of al-Qaeda is dead, he remains leader to date (Gunaratna, 2010, p.1048). Al-Qaeda is 

so much more today, than it was when it first was created and the death of bin Laden 

has not changed that. Before bin Laden died, al-Qaeda had already become a term to use 

as popular shorthand for a specific form of violent Islamic extremism. It includes 

several different terrorist groups and has a functional role as an umbrella organization 

with loose ties to its internal branches (Venhaus, 2010, p.2) (Gunaratna, 2010, p.1054). 

Al-Qaeda is an inspirational source for other Islamist entities around the globe and is 

deeply involved in the operational activity of four out of the five most radical Islamic 

elements that are involved in terror attacks in the name of “Global Jihad.” This has 

resulted in that the majority of the most devastating international attacks in recent years 

can be directly attributed back to al-Qaeda (Gunaratna, 2010, p.1054).  

4.1.2 Boko Haram 
Boko Haram is an Islamic sect based in northern Nigeria that wants to create a pure 

Islamic state ruled by sharia laws. The organization claims that false Muslim’s control 

the Nigerian government (Walker, 2012 p.2).  

To understand Boko Haram it is important to have an understanding of the history of 

Nigeria. During the late 19th century Nigeria was under British colonial rule. This had 
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effect on the education in northen Nigeria. Historically it had been dominated by 

Islamic education, but with the British colonialism, a Western education was inforced. 

In 1960 Nigeria gained its independence and established a republic. The first election 

was held in 1964 but the government was overthrown by a military coup in 1966. The 

country was going back and forth between beeing a military dictatorship and under 

democratic rule with several bloody conflicts as the result. Finally in 1999, Nigeria 

became a democracy for the fourth time (Pate, 2015 pp.3-5). So even if Nigeria today is 

a democratic nation, it has a long history off oppressive rulers and ethnical conflicts.  

The origin of Boko Haram comes from a group of Islamist youth in the city of 

Maiduguri. Due to the corruption in the city and the Islamic establishment, a part of the 

group broke loose and embarked on hijra.1 In 2002 the group left Maiduguri and 

established a separatist community ruled by hardline Islamic principals in the village of 

Kanama close to the boarder of Niger. Their leader Mohammed Ali invited other 

Muslims to join the antistate to live under the “true” Islamic laws (Nkechi, 2013 p.16). 

In 2003, the group came into conflict with the local police over the fishing rights of a 

pond. The group overpowered the policemen and took their weapons. The government 

responded with sending the army to lay siege of their mosque, which ended in a 

shootout. Most of the 70 members of the Islamic group were killed, including their 

leader Mohammed Ali (Walker, 2012 p.3). This was not the first time the Nigerian 

government resorted to violence to deal with security threats. The government does not 

have the adequite resources needed to gather the intelligence to work preventativly 

against threats like these (Nkechi, 2013 p.19). 

Boko Haram got some attention of the Nigerian press thanks to the name the locals had 

given them: the Nigerian Taliban. This name also gained attention from the US. 

Another thing that made the group interesting for the media was the fact that several of 

its members belonged to wealthy and influential families. However, the interest from 

the US declined after they concluded that the group did not pose an international threat 

(Walker, 2012, p.3).   

After the attacks in the mosque in 2003, the survivors of Boko Haram returned to 

Maiduguri. In Maiduguri their new leader Mohammed Yusuf built a new mosque in 

which they continued their worshipping (Walker, 2012 p.3). During the years upuntill 
                                                
1 Hijra refers to the withdrawal of Prophet Muhammad’s withdrawal from Mecca to Medina 
(Walker, 2012 p.3) 
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2007 the group grew large attracting people by offering food, shelter and welfare 

handouts. A large group of the people that joined the organization was refugees from 

Chad and jobless Nigerian youth. The organization was left alone by the authorities, 

which let them to create a state within the state. The funding of this is not clear. It is 

believed to come from dontaions from wealthy northen Nigerians (Walker, 2012 pp.3-

4).  

The name Boko Haram, which means: “education is forbidden” in the Hausa language, 

is not the name the terrorist group was given by its founders. It was given to the group 

by the media to represent the public view of the organization. The group it self proclaim 

its name to be Jama’atu Ahlis Sunna Lidda’awati Wal-Jihad meaning: “people of the 

tradition of the Prophet for preaching and striving” (Okeke Uzodike & Onapajo, 2012 

p.4). Mohammed Ysuf thought that the Western education ”boko”, which had been 

imposed during the British colonialism, only had brought suffering and poverty. 

Western education became forbidden in the region controlled by Boko Haram and was 

replaced with education of their view of Islam. ”Haram” means forbidden in Islam, 

giving it its name Boko Haram. Mohammed Yusuf’s aggressive preaching hinted that 

Boko Haram was building an arsenal of weapons (Chijioke, Okpaga, & Okechukwu 

Innocent, 2012 pp.82-83).  

In 2009 the government introduced stricter rules regarding motorbikes. It included the 

requirement to wear a helmet and a ban on driving at night. The police enforced the 

laws by uisng checkpoints. A conflict between the police and some of the members of 

Boko Haram that refused to obey by the new laws resulted in the killing of 17 of the 

members. This resulted in a series of attacks and counter-attacks which lead to the death 

of at least 900 people. One of them was Mohammed Yusuf who was arrested by the 

police and then executed in their custody. This was seen as one of the main turning 

points of the organization (Pate, 2015 pp.12-13) The brutal clampdown of the state in 

2009 on the group included the killing of innocent people and the demolision of schools 

and mosques. Mohammed Yusuf’s dead body was grotesquely displayed at the police 

headquaters for the media. The survivors and the relatives of the victims was left with a 

strong will of retaliation. Members of Boko Haram have stated that the reason they 

became violent was because of the injustice done by the police on their members in the 

past. Boko Haram’s new leader Abubakar Shekau lead them in a guerilla warfer and the 
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retaliation from the group left Nigeria in an ungovernable state (Okeke Uzodike & 

Onapajo, 2012 pp.30-31).  

In 2010 the group resurfaced and attacked a Nigerian prison. 700 prisoners escaped, of 

which 150 was members of Boko Haram (Pate, 2015 p.13). The government in Nigeria 

is having a hard time to stop Boko Haram. Part of the problem is that 95 % of the 

population believes that the government is corrupt. Another issue is that Boko Haram 

has infiltrated both the government and the military. Also, the government is having a 

hard time to find the recourses for the capabilities to gather the intelligence needed to 

monitor the organization (Nkechi, 2013 p.19). Under its new leadership of Abubakar 

Shekau, Boko Haram has been transformed into one of the most leathal terrorist 

organizations in the world (Pate, 2015 p.13). Human Rights Watch stated in a report 

that from January to March 2015, over 1 000 civilians had been killed by Boko Haram 

(Human Rights Watch, 2015). 

4.2 Causes, objectives and course of action 
In the following two chapters, one will discuss and give and an answer to the research 

questions. 

4.2.1 Causes and objectives  
The ultimate objectives of al-Qaeda can be discussed over and over again. Some might 

argue that bin Laden’s goal was the extermination of all of Israel, conversion of us all 

into Muslims or the establishment of an Islamic world empire. Others claim that bin 

Laden could care less of what, we in the west, do. Peter Bergen, author to the “Holy 

War: Inside the Secret World of Osama bin Laden” declare that bin Laden’s war always 

has been about the same thing, getting Americans out of Saudi Arabia, the US support 

for Israel, the US bombing campaign against Iraq etc. These issues have always been 

the ones that have exercised him (Carnegie Council, 2001, p.12). Boko Haram has 

declared jihad on their enemies and their conception of jihad is that Allah has said that 

they should arm themselves for self-defense. The members who die in the process of 

defending themselves and their religion become martyrs. The ultimate goal of Boko 

Haram is the establishment of a socio-political system based on their ideas of the 

traditional Islamic model (Okeke Uzodike & Onapajo, 2012 p.28). 

Boko Haram has clearly political aims in their propaganda. By analysing the history of 

the organization one can see that even though the country is nowadays seen as a 
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democracy, the government is marked with a lot of corruption and political injustice. 

Since a lot of people in Nigera are very poor and uneducated as well as dissatiesfied 

with the politics it is possible to assume that Boko Haram has grown so big because of 

how unfairly the politicians use their power to control the state (Onuha, 2004, p.57) 

Also, since the government is so corrupt, Boko Haram will continue with the violence 

and the abductions until someone replaces the entire state machinery (Nkechi, 2013, 

p.19). There is thus a strong connection between the political theories about terrorism 

and the existence of Boko Haram.  

Al-Qaeda on the other hand is more difficult to put in relation to political factors, partly 

because it is a large and very broad terrorist cell. The organization has from the 

beginning claimed that they are in war with the west and especially with the US 

(Wienberg, 2006, p.47). Even though al-Qaeda has carried out terrible deeds of 

terrorism over the past years, it seem to be that the organization has never really 

succeeded to scare democacries into any bigger political changes, that has actually been 

in favor for al-Qaeda. Instead has the US declared a war on terror after 9/11 and killed 

Osama bin Laden a few years later (Wedgwood, 2002, p.330) (Baker etc, 2011, p.1). 

Except for a more suspicious population and an undeserved hatred against the muslim 

society in the targeted countries where al-Qaeda has carried out the attacks, a political 

change seems to be almost nonexistent (Juergensmeyer, 2006, pp.134-135). Some 

individuals who was recruited by al-Qaeda in the very beginning back in the 1980s 

might have joined the cell for a political purpose, but even at that time, the extreme 

views on Islam appears to have been what attracted most of the recruits. In favor for 

political aims, one could argue that the recruits have made the choice to be a part of al-

Qaeda because they want a change in the international system where the US is seen as 

the great hegemon. It could as well be assumed that al-Qaeda wants to transform the 

western world into an Islamic state with the laws of Sharia and make sure that the 

politicans will govern in a way that maintain an extreme learning of Islam (Gunaratna, 

2010, p.1054). 

The cause of Boko Haram is to fight the corrupt government because of a dissatifaction 

from the population. The objectives of the group is to create an Islamic state within the 

boarders of Nigeria. In contrast, the causes for the creation of al-Qaeda is in relation to 

the political theory an anger against the world politics, especially the Western parts of 
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the world. Al-Qaeda’s objectives are to scare the governments of other nations into 

political changes by carrying out attacks against the civil society.  

Economy and terrorism is an interesting approach. Some argue that economy has 

nothing to do with terrorism, while others claim that there is a clear connection. It could 

be very poor people, as well as rich ones and very well-educated individuals that 

become fighters in the name of terrorism (Gurr, 2006, pp.85-86). 

In Nigeria the poverty rates are stagering. In 2010, 60,9 percent of the population lived 

in poverty. In 2011, 100 million Nigerians lived in absolute poverty and 12.6 milion 

lived in moderate poverty. The unemployment went from 14,6 percent in 2006 to 23,9 

percent in 2011. It is argued that the economical factor is not the biggest indicatior to 

why people are joining Boko Haram. However, it leads to other problems such as mass 

misery, joblessness, the lack of basic needs as food, education, health, housing and 

sanitation. It has been shown that such conditions create a larger number of suicide 

bombers. Children that do not grow up in the necessary protective social enviroments 

are more likely to be exploited. Millions of the children that are supposed to go to 

school are not enrolled. This creates high illiteracy levels. If one is lacking a school 

education they become easier to manipulate and will not have the same capacity to 

question the narratives and the doctrines of extremist groups (Onuoha, 2014 pp.5-7). In 

comparison to Boko Haram, al-Qaeda does not have only one country or one area were 

they are based at, which makes it difficult to measure poverty rates for example. Many 

of the members of al-Qaeda are welthy and well educated (Gurr, 2006, p.85).  

Arguably, al-Qaeda was not created because of economical factors which indicates that 

there are other more convincing factors that keeps the organization driven. One could 

debate that al-Qaeda has economical objectives such as distributing money to their 

affiliated organizations. However, there is no significant economical cause to why  

al-Qaeda exists in the first place. On the contrary, in the case of Boko Haram both the 

cause and the objectives of the group are connected to economical factors.  

Religion and terrorism must be the most common combination tied together. Today, it 

almost seems normal to connect Islam with terrorism and vice versa and people do it 

very often before they even know what really happened. The generalization that all 

muslims are terrorists have become a hugh problem world wide (Juergensmeyer, 2006, 

pp.134-135). Al-Qaeda and Boko Haram are seen as two of the major Islamic terrorist 
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groups in the world (Gunaratna, 2010, p.1054) (Pate, 2015, p.13). Their attacks are 

similar in the way that they perfom them in the name of Islam. The problem is that  

al-Qaeda and Boko Haram interprets Islam in a way that is far from the correct view of 

the religion. Being a muslim and being an Islamist are two very different things 

(Juergensmeyer, 2006, pp.138-139). As mentioned earlier in the economical factors, a 

low iliteracy level can result in implications. A person who can not read has to rely on 

the praechers to tell them the content of the holy book. Ignorance of religious teaching 

is one of the main factors to why people join extremist organizations in Nigeria. The 

iliterate population is not beeing taught what the holy book actually says. Instead they 

get to learn what the extremist wants them to believe, thus making them more likely to 

join in their cause (Onuoha, 2014 pp.5-7). Even though Boko Haram was created as a 

religious sect from the beginning, the religion is not the main issue in Nigera today 

(Nkechi, 2003, p.16). Al-Qaeda is waging a “Global Jihad” (Gunaratna, 2010, p.1054). 

Already here, one can spot a difference between Boko Haram and al-Qaeda. Al-Qaeda 

wants to hit world wide, while Boko Haram has Nigera as a main focus (Walker, 2012, 

p.4) (Okeke Uzodike & Onapajo, 2012, p.35) (Griset and Maham, 2008, p.93). 

Religion is an important indicator for both of the organizations. Nevertheless, the cause 

and the objectives of al-Qaeda are much more influenced by religious factors, compared 

to Boko Haram. Al-Qaeda was created and is still driven by a strong belief in what a 

majority of the muslim world sees as a radical view of Islam. The objectives of  

al-Qaeda is turning the world into an Islamic state, governed by Sharia laws. The cause 

of Boko Haram is also religion and the objectives are as well to create an Islamic state, 

but in Nigera. The difference between the organizations are that in the case of Boko 

Haram, religion is no longer the main objective that they strive for. By examining how 

Boko Haram operates it is clear that religon is used more as a method of recruting new 

members, as well as justification for their actions. The religion still matters, but in 

contrast to al-Qaeda, Islam is not the main purpose to why individuals are recruited to 

Boko Haram. 

Neither al-Qaeda nor Boko Haram furfills the psychological indicators in their causes or 

objectives, which is why it has not been discussed in this chapter. The exception is 

Osama bin Laden; without him, one could assume that al-Qaeda had never been 

founded in the first place.  
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4.2.2 Course of action 
The structure of al-Qaeda is very complex. The broad group has five parts: 

(1) Strategic leadership is often referred to, as “al-Qaeda Central” and they are likely to 

reside in Pakistan. Included are the core of the leadership, senior-level managers and 

strategists that provide guidance, funding and strategic directions. Even though they are 

the core of the movement, they do not directly command many aspects of al-Qaeda in 

the broader sense. Nonetheless, they do provide a major message to followers 

throughout the Muslim world and beyond. (2) Affiliated and associated movements. 

This branch of al-Qaeda has received varying levels of support from the strategic 

leadership. Yet, they are independent parts of the brand, rather than direct subordinates 

and some might have received training and funding. Others have simply declared their 

commitment to al-Qaeda’s principles. (3) Independent adherents may have spent some 

time in al-Qaeda training camps. They are either former combatants no longer 

associated with an organized group, or self-radicalized individuals who declare their 

membership. Many have only read about the movement and decided to adopt its 

teaching. (4) Ideology: Combatants that fit into these groupings believe that the only 

solution is for a vanguard of Muslims to mobilize the entire world of Islam and rise up 

and destroy the Western world, including the apostate regimes that support it. This is to 

be done through violent jihad, until Islamic law rules every state in the Middle East. 

They reject diversity and a democratic rule to portray an Islamic world under siege by 

the West. (5) Brand identity: Despite the violent and the millenarian ideology espoused 

by its theorists, al-Qaeda is widely recognized, popular and sought after by many in the 

Muslim world (Venhaus, 2010, pp.2-3).  

Boko Haram has links to al-Qaeda. The organization see itselfs as a version of al-Qaeda 

and they supported Osama bin Laden. They have stated that they will carry out bin 

Ladens command until the whole country of Nigeria is totaly Islamised. Some of the 

members of Boko Haram have been to training camps in Afghanistan (Okeke Uzodike 

& Onapajo, 2012 p.35). Boko Haram has as well received large sums of money from 

the al-Qaeda affiliate al-Qaeda in the Maghreb (Chijioke, Okpaga, & Okechukwu 

Innocent, 2012 p.83). During the timeperiod of 2009-2010 little is known of the 

wherabouts of the members of Boko Haram. Reports from a Nigeria-based security 

source said that several Nigerians was in training camps in Algeria. The UN Security 

Council reported that members of Boko Haram recived training in a Tuareg rebel camp 
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in Mali (Walker, 2012 p.4). The main source of new members to Boko Haram is 

disaffected youth, unemployed high school and university graduates, and destitute 

children. The median age of the group as a whole is only 30 years old. The level of 

personal engagement from the members varies. Some of the different tasks are 

footsoldiers, bomb makers, strategists, ideologues, criminals or just spying on the 

police. The foot soldiers of the organization mainly consists of young people (Onuoha, 

2014 pp.3-5). 

Starting by looking at the psychological theory and applying it on al-Qaeda one can see 

that the leader is of great importance. Researchers that consider psychological factors as 

the cause of terrorism sometimes claim that the leader of a terror organization can be the 

reason to why people join and stay in the group (Post, 2006, p.21). Bin Laden was seen 

as a charismatic frontrunner and looking at his training camps that are still up and 

running, this demonstrates that he became and still is a big influencer for many people 

(Wedgwood, 2002, p.330). Even without bin Laden, al-Qaeda still has a strong 

leadership and it could be a reason to why people get manipulated and talked into 

joining the organization (Venhaus, 2010, p.3). Bin Laden is still a martyr to many 

youths and can definitely be a reason to why some have chosen to link with al-Qaeda 

(Post, 2006, p.21). The theory of a strong leader is not as convincing when put in 

relation to Boko Haram. Through the years, Boko Haram has had many leaders, but 

none as charismatic or influencial as bin Laden ever was to al-Qaeda. Still, to survive as 

a group, Boko Haram has a great leadership and is very good at manipulating the right 

people to join them. From a psychological point of view, Boko Haram turn to the part of 

the population who already are at the bottom of the society, a majority of people who 

are very dissatiesfied with how unfairly the government of the country control the state. 

What both al-Qaeda and Boko Haram has in common is the fact that they are making 

attempts to create an “us” and “them” thinking when they recruit new individuals. 

When al-Qaeda does it, their main purpose is to make the new recruits believe that the 

West is against them and that they need to fight that part of the world in the name of 

Islam. Boko Haram on the other side, is dissatiesfied with how Nigera is being ruled 

and use that to create an “us” and “them” thinking (Mahan &Griset, 2008, p.11).  The 

phenomenon “splitting” can as well be applied to both al-Qaeda and Boko Haram. 

Youths with the feeling of no identity are very easy to persuade into groups of violence. 

They become targets of terror since the recruiters make them believe that terrorism is 

what gives their lifes’ a purpose (Norris, 2008, p.11). Individuals who have already 
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suffered loss in war and poverty are easy to recruit and even easier to turn into vengeful 

individuals (Post, 2006, p.21).  

From a psychological point of view al-Qaeda’s strategy and cours of action was and still 

is very influenced by Osama bin Laden. He was an inspiring leader and one of the 

reasons to why so many decided to join the cell in the first place. Bin laden’s death did 

not change that, since the new leaders of the organization still presents him as a martyr 

with the aim to recruit new individuals. It is possible to assume that without his 

leadership al-Qaeda might not have been such a big terror network as it is today. In 

comparison, the course of action for Boko Haram is from a psychological approach the 

fact that the organization tries to turn the poor and uneducated citizens into vengeful 

fighters by telling them that being a part of Boko Haram is what gives their life a 

purpose. Looking at it from that perspective, it serves Boko Haram very well that 

Nigera has such a poor and broken population. If that was not the case, the organization 

might not have been so successful and lethal as it is today.  

It seems to be that al-Qaeda wants a political change in some ways, but the organization 

as a whole does not have the same issues that Boko Haram has in Nigera with a corrupt 

political lead. Since al-Qaeda is categorized as an international terrorist cell, with many 

different branches it is difficult to tell if the cell as a whole has political aims or if the 

intentions are fully religious. Al-Qaeda is active in both democracies as well as in non-

democratic states which makes it even harder to analyse whether their attacks are a 

question of political purposes or not (Wienberg, 2006, p.47). Unlike al-Qaeda, Boko 

Haram has almost always used their violence within the borders of Nigera and is 

therefore not seen as an international terrorist cell (Walker, 2012, p.3). Everytime Boko 

Haram go through with some sort of violent act that kills a lot of people, the Nigeran 

government strikes back even harder because they do not have a bearable strategy to get 

rid of Boko Haram once and for all. Fighting back with violence does not seem to be the 

answer, since the group at this time is one the most lethal terrorist organizations in the 

world (Pate, 2015, p.15). One can cleraly see that it will not matter if all of the members 

in Boko Haram are being imprisoned or executed; as long as the government in the state 

continues to rule by corruption and does not protect the civil rights and the civil 

liberties, there will be individuals who are ready to carry out acts of terrorism because 

they feel excluded from the society.  
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The course of action for Boko Haram is to reach their political goals by using terrorist 

acts in Nigera. In the case of al-Qaeda on the other hand, their course of action is much 

broder since their jihad is against the whole western society. Both of the organizations 

claim that they follow Islam, however it seems that they use the religion to justify their 

attacks that is really driven by political aims.  

Looking at the economical indicators al-Qaeda, as well as Boko Haram has been funded 

by many donors over the years and some of them have been very wealthy (Walker, 

2012, pp.3-4) (Venhaus, 2010, pp.2-3). Al-Qaeda, has a hugh network with people 

believing in what they do all over the globe and a lot of their members are well-

educated and wealthy. The hijackers who carried out the attacks on 9/11 were from 

middle-class origin, did not suffer from poverty and were as well, well-educated (Gurr, 

2006, p.85). Al-Qaeda’s hijackers and suicide bombers seem to perfom the attacks for 

another devotion than money, in comparison to the members of Boko Haram. One could 

argue that Boko Haram in the case of poverty, has a stronger relation to economical 

factors compared to al-Qaeda, meaning that a lot of poor people in Nigera turn to 

terrorism since they do not have another choice.  

The course of action for Boko Haram is to use the poor poulation of Nigera to grow 

their membership base. Thanks to the lack of a working social security system in Nigera 

a big part of the population is living in poverty, thus making them easy targets for Boko 

Haram, since the group is a big contributor of handouts to the poorest part of the 

population. In the case of al-Qaeda the economical factor is not as clear, because a lot of 

its members do not join the organization for economical reasons. Therefore, the course 

of action for al-Qaeda can not be said to be driven by economical means.  

Nigera has a big population of muslims and one can therefore argue that many of the 

members of Boko Haram has been manipulated and taught in an extreme way of Islam, 

including Sharia laws and the militant way of jihad. This extreme view on Islam is used 

to legitimize the violence against the government, the police and the civil society. One 

could as well argue that religion is not the main purpose to why people join Boko 

Haram. Islam is used to persuade youths into becoming militant Islamists and suicide 

bombers (Onuoha, 2014, pp.5-7). As well as Boko Haram, al-Qaeda distorts Islam into 

something it is really not and use this extreme interpretation on religion as a tool to 

justify their violent acts. The rumours of bin Laden’s training camps made thousands of 

people interested in spreading the extreme learnings of Islam and jihad. It seems to be 
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that this radical learning was what made new individuals join al-Qaeda in the first place. 

So to say, the religion was and still is a strong and perhaps a main factor to why people 

from many parts of the Middle East, as well as Africa traveled to become militant 

Islamists in al-Qaedas army of terrorists (Walker, 2012, p.4) (Okeke Uzodike & 

Onapajo, 2012, p.35) (Griset and Maham, 2008, p.93).  

Al-Qaeda use religion as their course of action to recruit new members and justify their 

attacks. As disscussed earlier Boko Haram is also using the religion to legitimize their 

course of action. Nevertheless, it is probably not the main underlying factor.  

5 Conclusion 
The aim with this essay was to find out about the the cause, objective and course of 

action within al-Qaeda and Boko Haram, based on psychological, political, economical 

and religious factors. One has found out that the cause of al-Qaeda and Boko Haram is 

not the same, nor is their objectives or their course of action. Boko Haram is a state 

within a state while al-Qaeda is an organization that one can find world wide. The 

answers to the research questions, based on the four theories will be presented down 

below:  

1. What are the causes of al-Qaeda and Boko Haram? 

The cause of al-Qaeda can mainly be found in religious and political factors. The 

organization was created as an Islamist group by Osama bin Laden with the purpose to 

declare a global jihad primarily on the US and its allies. Regarding the economical and 

psycological factors it is difficult to find a clear connection between them and the cause 

of al-Qaeda. The origin of Boko Hara is religious. However, the cause of Boko Haram 

can be found in political and economical factors. It is because of the corrupt way that 

Nigeria is being governed and the standard of living in the country that has lead to the 

creation of Boko Haram. The religous and psychological factors are not as pervading in 

the cause of the organization. 

2. What objectives do al-Qaeda and Boko Haram have? 

The objectives of Boko Haram can be found in the economical and political factors. 

They strive to change the political order in Nigeria with the aim to take down the 

corrupt government. Yet, Boko Haram’s end goal is to establish a state ruled by radical 

Islamic laws within the boarders of Nigera. Seen from that perspective it is clear that the 
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objectives of the organization also is influenced from religous factors. Al-Qaeda is 

pervaded by religious objectives since the goal is to turn the entire world into one 

Islamic state. The political objectives are not as convincing, but they exist in the way 

that al-Qaeda wants to change the existing international political system into a religious 

one. There is no clear connection between the psychological and the economical factors 

and the objectives of al-Qaeda.  

3. What course of action do al-Qaeda and Boko Haram take to achieve their 
objectives?  

Al-Qaeda in their course of action clearly uses psychological factors. For example, a 

manipulative leader is of importance and is partly a reason to why al-Qaeda has become 

such a big terror cell. The organization use religous factors to justify their attacks and to 

recruit new members as well as they use economical factors to reach their objectives. 

Al-Qaeda donates large sums of money to their affiliated groups, thus enables those 

organizations to carry out the objectives of al-Qaeda. Boko Haram is one of the 

affiliated who benefits from such donations. The political factor is the least used factor 

for al-Qaeda in their course of action. In Boko Haram’s course of action, they rely on 

the economical and political factors to recruit their members. Consequently, they utilize 

the psychological factors through the ”us” and ”them” thinking to motivate their 

members to commit the tasks needed for the group to reach their objectives. Boko 

Haram uses as well the religous factors in the same way as al-Qaeda, namely to justify 

the attacks. 

Summing up, the two terror organizations both differs in their cause, objectives and 

course of action, but they have one factor in common which is the religious one. The 

religious indicator is more pervading in al-Qaeda, however it is still an important 

influencer in the case of Boko Haram. The remaining three factors differ in levels of 

influence depending on the organization. Economical and political factors are the main 

factors in Boko Haram. The religious factor is as mentioned the key factor for al-Qaeda 

along with the political one. Regarding the psychological theory, one could trace parts 

of the factor in both of the organizations, yet it is not one of the primary theories with an 

exception of its importance of the strong leader in al-Qaeda. One could use and develop 

this research to create customized strategies with a purpose to combat and defeat  

al-Qaeda and Boko Haram. 
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